Emerin is a conserved membrane component of nuclear lamina structure. Here, we report an advance in understanding the molecular basis of emerin function: intermolecular emerin-emerin association. There were two modes: one mediated by association of residues 170-220 in one emerin molecule to residues 170-220 in another, and the second involving residues 170-220 and 1-132. Deletion analysis showed residues 187-220 contain a positive element essential for intermolecular association in cells. By contrast, deletion of residues 168-186 inactivated a proposed negative element, required to limit or control association. Association of GFP-emerin with nuclear BAF in cells required the LEM domain (residues 1-47) and the positive element. Emerin peptide arrays revealed direct binding of residues 170-220 to residues 206-225 (the proposed positive element), residues 147-174 (particularly P   153   MYGRDSAYQSITHYRP   169 ) and the LEM domain. Emerin residues 1-132 and 159-220 were each sufficient to bind lamin A or B1 tails in vitro, identifying two independent regions of molecular contact with lamins. These results, and predicted emerin intrinsic disorder, support the hypothesis that there are multiple 'backbone' and LEM-domain configurations in a proposed intermolecular emerin network at the nuclear envelope.
INTRODUCTION
Emerin is a conserved nuclear membrane LEM domain protein that binds lamins and barrier-to-autointegration factor (BAF, also known as BANF1) as part of the nuclear 'lamina' structure (Burke and Stewart, 2013; Margalit et al., 2007; Simon and Wilson, 2011; Wagner and Krohne, 2007) . Mutations in nuclear lamina proteins cause cardiomyopathy, muscular dystrophy, metabolic syndrome, 'accelerated aging' and other conditions (Méndez-López and Worman, 2012; Schreiber and Kennedy, 2013) , through unknown mechanisms.
Emerin, a 254-residue protein, is ubiquitous in human tissues. However, its functions are masked by overlap or collaboration with other nuclear membrane proteins. For example, loss of emerin primarily affects striated muscle (Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy) (Bione et al., 1994; Emery and Dreifuss, 1966) . In myoblasts and muscle, emerin functionally overlaps with other LEM-domain-containing proteins: LEM2 (also known as LEMD2) and MAN1 (also known as LEMD3) in mice (Huber et al., 2009) , and LEM-2 in C. elegans . Emerin function overlaps with MAN1 during muscle and eye development in Xenopus (Reil and Dabauvalle, 2013) . In muscle, emerin is also specifically 'backed up' by a nuclear membrane partner named lamina associated polypeptide 1 (LAP1, also known as TOR1AIP1) (Foisner and Gerace, 1993; Shin et al., 2013) . In C. elegans, emerin and LEM-2 are co-essential for mitotic chromosome segregation, nuclear assembly and embryogenesis (Liu et al., 2003) , and are required during meiosis for centrosome attachment to the nuclear envelope (Meyerzon et al., 2009 ) and double-strand DNA break repair (Dittrich et al., 2012) . Human emerin binds proteins that are crucial for centrosome positioning and nuclear envelope structure (SUN1, SUN2, and nesprins) (Haque et al., 2010; Salpingidou et al., 2007) and influences actin cytoskeletal dynamics (Chang et al., 2013; Ho et al., 2013; Holaska et al., 2004) . Emerin activates HDAC3, inhibits b-catenin and LMO7 (Berk et al., 2013b; Demmerle et al., 2012; Holaska et al., 2006; Markiewicz et al., 2006) , helps 'tether' silent chromatin (Amendola and van Steensel, 2014) , and is required to activate force-responsive genes ('mechano-transduction signaling') (Lammerding et al., 2005) .
The nature and mechanisms of emerin function have been obscured by collaboration and its apparent lack of structure between the LEM-domain fold (residues 1-47; sufficient to bind BAF; Cai et al., 2007) and the C-terminal transmembrane domain. We report biochemical and cellular evidence that emerin intermolecular association is fundamental to its localization and contact with nuclear BAF. This evidence predicts that emerinemerin networks act as adaptable molecular frameworks for contact with lamins and BAF at the nuclear envelope.
urea-solubilized bacterial lysates. Beads were washed and bound proteins were eluted with SDS, resolved (100%) by SDS-PAGE, Ponceau-stained to verify input 'bait' His-emerin-1-221 (Fig. 1A , Ponceau) and immunoblotted for GST (Fig. 1A, WB: GST) . Control lanes show 5% of unbound 500 nM input GST (,28 kDa) or GST-emerin-1-222 (,55 kDa; Fig. 1A ). Hisemerin-1-221 bound GST-emerin-1-222 specifically at all concentrations tested ( Fig. 1A, arrowhead; n52) . Another bait, C-terminally His-tagged emerin 1-220 (Emerin-1-220-His), gave the same results (data not shown; n53). We concluded emerin polypeptides can associate in vitro through the nucleoplasmic domain.
To locate regions involved in emerin-emerin association, several recombinant GST-emerin fragments (Fig. 1B) were tested for binding to Ni -NTA)-agarose-immobilized emerin-1-220-His at protein concentrations of 1 mM. Six GST-emerin constructs (containing residues 1-84, 1-94, 1-104, 1-118, 1-149 or 1-160) showed little or no detectable binding ( Fig. 1C; n54) . Two constructs (1-222 and 170-220) showed consistent binding to emerin-1-220-His; consistent but weaker signals were detected for GST-emerin-1-132 ( Fig. 1C ; n54) as summarized in Fig. 1B . Thus, two regions were each sufficient to bind emerin-1-220-His; one strongly (170-220) and one weakly (1-132; Fig. 1C ). Negative results for 1-149 and 1-160 could be due to recombinant protein artifacts, or interference (e.g. auto-inhibition) by residues 133-160. Three internal polypeptides (70-140, 102-158 and 140-176 ) also failed to bind the His-emerin-1-221 bait (Fig. 1D, n53 ) and emerin-1-220-His bait (n53; unpublished observations). However, GST-emerin-170-220 and two related polypeptides, 159-220 and 159-228, showed strong binding to His-emerin-1-221 ( Fig. 1D; n56) . Thus, residues 170-220 were sufficient to bind the nucleoplasmic domain of another emerin polypeptide(s).
Two modes of emerin-emerin intermolecular binding in vitro: between residues 170-220 and 170-220, and residues 170-220 and 1-132
To locate region(s) bound by residues 170-220, we used Nterminally S-tagged and C-terminally His-tagged emerin 170-220 (S-emerin-170-220-His) as bait for several GST-emerin fragments ( Fig. 2A) . Residues 170-220 bound each other directly (Fig. 2B ), defining this region as sufficient for one mode of intermolecular association in vitro. Residues 170-220 also consistently bound GST-emerin-1-132 and (with lower signals) GST-emerin-1-149 (Fig. 2B) . This result revealed a second mode of binding that involved residues 1-132, and hinted that this mode of binding might be facilitated by residues 119-132 and weakened by residues 133-160.
Predicted intrinsic disorder in emerin
Approximately 30% of eukaryotic proteins (70% of signaling proteins) are characterized by a lack of stable structure, defining a spectrum of intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) (Iakoucheva et al., 2002) . IDPs have conformational plasticity; they can undergo disorder-to-order transitions when bound to partners, form stable intertwined structures or promote the formation of supra-molecular complexes (Cozzetto and Jones, 2013; Uversky, 2013) . IDPs are strongly influenced by post-translational modifications and are uniquely suited for roles in signaling (Uversky et al., 2008) . Many kinases and the essential enzyme OGlcNAc transferase (OGT), which O-GlcNAc-modifies Ser/Thr residues, favor flexible extended substrates (Lazarus et al., 2011; Trinidad et al., 2012) . Emerin shares many IDP features including compositional bias (e.g. 50% Ala, Arg, Gly, Gln, Ser, Glu and Pro residues), and its most fundamental role -binding to BAF -is controlled by O-GlcNAc versus phosphate modifications at (1 mM) binding to 31.3-500 nM 'prey' GST or GST-emerin-1-222 (GST Emr 1-222; 100% of bead-bound eluates shown), probed with anti-GST antibodies (WB: GST), with 5% of each 500 nM unbound sample as markers. Ponceau staining (contrast enhanced) verified similar levels of emerin bait. GST antibodies crossreacted weakly with His-emerin (,33 kDa). The blot shown is representative of five independent experiments [two with His-emerin-1-221 bait (shown); three with emerin-1-220-His bait). (B) Schematic summary of GST-emerin polypeptides tested in C and D for binding to emerin-1-220-His. The number of '+' symbols indicates the degree of binding; '-' indicates no binding. (C,D) Immunoblots and corresponding (contrast enhanced) Ponceau-stain showing bound (B label, 100%) versus unbound (U label, 5%) 'prey' GSTemerin incubated with emerin-1-220-His (1 mM) 'bait', probed for GST. GST-emerin-1-222 'prey' control was incubated with beads alone (C label, 100% of bound). Blots in C and D are representative of four (n54) and six independent experiments [n56, three with His-emerin-1-221 bait (shown), and three with emerin-1-220-His], respectively. . We analyzed potential disorder in emerin using the PONDR-VLXT algorithm (primary sequence complexity; Romero et al., 2001 ) and PONDR-Fit (multiple criteria; Fig. 2C ; gray indicates prediction error; Xue et al., 2010) . PONDR-Fit correctly recognized the LEM-domain residues ,14-45 as 'not-disordered' (Fig. 2C) ; predicted disorder in LEM-domain residues ,1-13 is of unknown significance. Both algorithms predicted disorder in emerin residues , 45-62, ,105-118 and ,140-215 (Fig. 2C) , suggesting potential disorder in the emerin self-associating residues 170-220. Considering emerin in this new light, as a potential IDP, we realized previously studied emerin mutations might have disrupted its functions directly (by perturbing partner contact sites) or by multiple indirect mechanisms, e.g. perturbing association-dependent 'platforms' for partners, biochemical freedom to switch conformation(s), or post-translational control of conformations or switching in cells. This motivated us to locate the regions of emerin that directly contact lamins.
Ser173 in vivo

Two regions of emerin contact lamin tails
Previous work has shown lamin A binding is disrupted by centrally located mutations in emerin (residues 70-170) (Berk et al., 2013b; Lee et al., 2001) . We challenged this result by identifying regions of emerin sufficient to bind lamin tails in vitro. GST-emerin fragments were incubated with purified recombinant lamin tail domains, starting with NTA-agarose-immobilized N-terminally T7-tagged and C-terminally His-tagged mature lamin A tail residues 385-646 (T7-mLmA; Fig. 3A ). GST-emerin-1-84, 1-94, 1-104 and 1-118 gave no detectable signals, whereas GSTemerin-1-132, 1-149 and 1-160 bound lamin A consistently above background ( Fig. 3A; n53) . These positive fragments were further tested against the lamin B1 tail (residues 395-586) with mature lamin A tails as positive control, or incubated without lamins as the negative control (Fig. 3B ). All three emerin fragments bound lamin A, as expected, and two (1-132 and 1-149) also bound the lamin B1 tail with lower signals ( Fig. 3B; n53) . Thus, emerin residues 1-132 were sufficient to bind lamin A or B1 tails; in this context, residues 118-132 were important or essential (Fig. 3D) . These considerations conservatively predict emerin residues 55-132 as sufficient for molecular contact with lamin tails (Fig. 3E) ) also abolished lamin binding ; whether residues 133-150 are sufficient to bind lamins was untested.
We hypothesized that it was also possible that lamin tails also contacted the membrane-proximal region of emerin. To test this idea we incubated GST-emerin residues 159-220 or 170-220 with lamin A or B1 tails, or neither as control (Fig. 3C ). Lamin A tails bound GST-emerin-159-220 strongly, but gave low or no signals with GST-emerin-170-220 ( Fig. 3C; n53) . Similarly lamin B1 tails bound GST-emerin-159-220, but not 170-220 ( Fig. 3C; n53 ). This established a new second site of molecular contact with lamin A and B1 tails, comprising emerin residues 159-220, wherein residues 159-169 were important or essential (Fig. 3D ). Among six previous mutations in this region (m164, m179, P183H, m196, m207 and m214) only onem164 (I  164 THYRPV  170 to A   164   AHARPA   170 ) -was shown to disrupt the interaction with lamin A , implicating membrane-proximal emerin residues 159-178 as the second independent site of molecular contact with lamin tails (Fig. 3E ). Mutation m164 also disrupted binding to F-actin (six other partners were unaffected) (Berk et al., 2013b; Ho et al., 2013) .
Emerin-emerin association validated in cells
To test the biological relevance of emerin-emerin association, we made five deletions in Flag-emerin and GFP-emerin (Fig. 4A) . Deletion 'DL' removed residues 1-47 (the LEM domain) as the negative control for binding to BAF. Deletion 'DM' removed 'middle' residues 67-108; this region is required to bind full-length lamin A in vitro ), but DM still localizes at the nuclear envelope in cells and was the positive control for binding to BAF. Deletion 'DA' removed residues 168-186 (included 'APC-like' residues) from the domain that meditates the first mode of emerin-emerin binding [i.e. that between two 170-220 domains] (Cartegni et al., 1997; Markiewicz et al., 2006) , 'DR' removed its right portion (residues 187-220), and 'DAR' removed the entire association domain (residues 170-220; Fig. 4A ). We first tested intermolecular association in HeLa cells that co-expressed each GFP-emerin construct (or GFP, as control), plus the same deletion in Flag-emerin, for 24 h. Equal protein concentrations of lysates were immunoprecipitated with GFP antibodies; eluates were resolved by SDS-PAGE (5 or 10%) with control input lysates (1%), immunoblotted with anti-Flag antibodies, then stripped and reprobed with anti-GFP antibodies. The GFP control did not precipitate wild-type Flag-emerin ( Fig. 4B; n52) . Wildtype GFP-emerin and wild-type Flag-emerin co-precipitated ( Fig. 4B; n52) , validating emerin-emerin association in HeLa cells. Association was undetectable when both constructs lacked either AR (DAR/DAR; n51), or R (DR/DR; Fig. 4B ; n52). This suggested R might be essential for emerin intermolecular association in HeLa cells. , region 'A' (residues 168-186), region 'R' (residues 187-220), the transmembrane domain (TM) and two regions (residues 1-132 and 159-220) each sufficient to bind lamin A or B1 tails in vitro. ) and Flag-emerin were immunoprecipitated (IP) using GFP antibodies, resolved by SDS-PAGE (5% or 10%) alongside input lysates (1%), probed with Flag antibodies, then stripped and reprobed for GFP. Wild-type (WT) GFP-emerin specifically co-precipitated wild-type Flag-emerin (n52). Association was undetectable when both constructs lacked AR (DAR/DAR; n51) or R (DR/DR; n52). (C-F) GFP-emerin and Flag-emerin associate in HEK293T cells. (C,D) Sonicated 'total' whole cell lysates (WCL T ) from HEK293T cells 24 h after co-transfection with wild-type Flag-emerin plus GFP or GFP-emerin (WT, DL, DA, DR or DAR) were immunoprecipitated using anti-GFP antibodies (IP: GFP). Precipitates (2-2.5%) and input control lysates (1%) from cells co-expressing both WT constructs were resolved by SDS-PAGE, immunoblotted for Flag (WB: Flag), stripped and reprobed for GFP (WB: GFP). Results (C) were quantified by densitometry and presented as a graph (D) as the amount of wild-type Flag-emerin precipitated per GFP-emerin mutant, relative to wild-type GFP-emerin. *P,0.05, **P,0.005 (n53). Results are mean6s.e.m. (E,F) Residues 67-108 (DM) are not essential for emerin-emerin association in HEK293T cells. Equal concentrations of whole cell lysates from HEK293T cells 24 h post co-transfection with GFP-emerin and Flag-emerin (both wild-type or both DM) were immunoprecipitated with anti-GFP antibodies, resolved by SDS-PAGE (2.5%) with input lysate controls (1%), immunoblotted for Flag or GFP (E), and quantified (F) as the Flag-to-GFP ratio for DM/DM, relative to WT/WT. Results are mean6s.e.m. (n52). (G,H) Immunoprecipitation from HEK293T cells that co-expressed two deletion constructs. Precipitates (2.5%; IP: GFP) and corresponding input lysates (1%; Inputs) were resolved separately, immunoblotted for Flag (WB: Flag), stripped and reprobed for GFP (WB: GFP). Black lines separate sections from same blot. Results (G) were quantified (H) as the ratio of Flag-emerin for each GFP-emerin construct, relative to cells expressing WT/WT. Results are mean6s.e.m. DAR/DR and DAR/DA were each tested twice (n52); others three times (n53). *P,0.05; **P,0.005.
Co-expression of DL, DA, DR and DAR constructs in cis and in trans
To further dissect the contributions of regions A and R, we coexpressed pairs of GFP-versus Flag-fused emerin constructs for 24 h in HEK293T cells and used anti-GFP antibodies to immunoprecipitate from equal concentrations of sonicated ('total') whole cell lysates (WCL T ) . Immunoprecipitates (2-2.5%) and control input lysates (1%) were resolved by SDS-PAGE, immunoblotted with anti-Flag antibodies, then stripped and reprobed with anti-GFP antibodies (Fig. 4C,D) . We first co-expressed GFP-emerin (WT, DL, DA, DR, DAR) with wild-type Flag-emerin (Fig. 4C) . The control pair of wild-type constructs co-immunoprecipitated specifically (no Flag signal with GFP alone; Fig. 4C ), independently confirming intermolecular emerin-emerin association in HEK293T cells. The effects of each deletion on binding to wild-type Flag-emerin were quantified by densitometry as the Flag-to-GFP ratio for each deletion, relative to the WT-to-WT ratio (Fig. 4D) . Association with wild-type Flag-emerin was increased slightly but insignificantly by DL ( Fig. 4D ; P,0.06; n53). Interestingly DA and DR had opposite effects in cells: DR significantly decreased association with wild-type Flag-emerin (by 32%; Fig. 4D ; P,0.002, n53) suggesting R has a positive role, whereas DA increased association threefold ( Fig. 4D ; P,0.02, n53). This suggested that the A element is not essential for the emerin-emerin association between two AR (170-220) domains, and that DA inactivated a negative element required to limit or control association. Loss of both elements (DAR) decreased association with wild-type Flag-emerin by 56% ( Fig. 4D ; P,0.03, n53); this reduction was statistically indistinguishable from that caused by DR alone (Fig. 4D , P,0.2), suggesting R contained a positive element crucial for emerinemerin association in cells.
To determine whether the R element alone was responsible for the emerin-emerin association between two AR domains, we coexpressed combinations of deletions in HEK293T cells (Fig. 4E-H ). Compared to control pairs of wild-type constructs, emerin association in HEK293T cells was not significantly altered when both constructs lacked residues 67-108 (DM/DM; Fig. 4E,F ; n52), but increased significantly (twofold) in cells when both constructs lacked the LEM domain (DL/DL; Fig. 4G,H ; P,0.02; n54). This suggested that the LEM domain normally limits the extent of emerin-emerin association in cells, either through association with BAF (hence, chromatin) or through a novel role for the LEM domain. Association increased further (fivefold) when both constructs lacked A (DA/DA; Fig. 4G,H ; P,0.02; n54), supporting the idea that A is required to inhibit emerinemerin association. Strongly supporting the hypothesis that R is a positive element, emerin-emerin association dropped significantly when both constructs lacked R alone (DR/DR; reduced by 82%; Fig. 4G,H ; P,0.0003; n54) or AR (DAR/DAR; reduced 90%; Fig. 4G,H ; P,0.0003; n55).
To determine which element (A or R) was required for residues 170-220 to associate with emerin residues 1-132 (Fig. 1B) , we tested the functionality of single A or R regions by co-expressing DR and DA either in trans (on different molecules), or in combination with GFP-emerin-DAR (Fig. 4G,H) . Reciprocal DA versus DR experiments showed that A on one molecule, and R on the other, associated at wild-type levels (DR/DA and DA/DR; Fig. 4G ,H; n53 each; statistically indistinguishable from wild type). This result supported at least two interpretations: A might directly bind R (i.e. complementation through antiparallel association), or R might be sufficient to bind the other polypeptide through residues 1-132. Supporting the latter model, the R element on Flag-emerin was sufficient to associate with GFP-emerin-DAR at levels indistinguishable from wild type (DAR/DA; Fig. 4G,H; n52) , whereas the A element on Flag-emerin was insufficient: emerin-emerin association was reduced by 92% (DAR/DR; Fig. 4G,H; n52 ).
Localizations and phenotypes in cells
To further characterize the positive and negative emerin-emerin association elements, we localized deletion constructs by indirect immunofluorescence in HEK293T cells, either 5 or 24 h posttransfection. All Flag-emerin constructs localized at the nuclear envelope and endoplasmic reticulum (ER) at 5 h posttransfection, with occasional perinuclear 'puncta' (a potential overexpression artifact; Fig. 5A ). At 24 h we saw interesting phenotypes and differences in emerin localization, which were scored by a single-blinded observer (K.L.W.; n53; .300 Flagpositive cells counted per construct).
At 5 h post-transfection, overexpressed wild-type Flag-emerin localized mainly at the nuclear envelope, with an even distribution (Fig. 5A , WT, 5 h). By 24 h, most wild-type Flagemerin was concentrated at discrete regions of the nuclear envelope, forming 'patches' or concave 'caps' in 80% of cells (arrowheads, Fig. 5A , WT; quantified in Fig. 5C ), consistent with intermolecular association of overexpressed wild-type Flagemerin. At these high overexpression levels, most cells (nearly 70%; Fig. 5B ) also showed an unexpectedly dominant chromatin phenotype at 24 h, termed small nuclei with potentially condensed chromatin and irregular nuclear envelope ('SCC' phenotype; Fig. 5A , 24 h; see also supplementary material Figs S1-S3). Cells with the SCC phenotype were not apoptotic (supplementary material Fig. S4A ). Chromatin was condensed in only 7.8% of mock-transfected control cells, essentially all of which were mitotic (mitotic index 7.7%; n53; 863 cells counted). Based on fixed cell images, we speculate that 'curved' structures formed by wild-type Flag-emerin might enlarge and disconnect from chromatin as rounded structures (supplementary material Fig. S1 , WT). Given that emerin can bind tubulin (Salpingidou et al., 2007) , we tested potential colocalization of these round structures with the microtubule-organizing center (MTOC), using antibodies against CEP192 (centriolar protein 192, also known as Spd2), but found no correlation (arrows, supplementary material Fig. S4B ). Cells expressing wild-type Flag-emerin at moderate levels typically showed a milder misshaped-nucleus phenotype ( Fig. 5A; supplementary material Fig. S1 ). We attribute this unexpected dominant SCC phenotype to the very high exogenous Flag-emerin overexpression permitted in HEK293T cells. The SCC phenotype was also seen in a minority of transfected HeLa cells (highest expressers; J.M.B. and K.L.W., unpublished observations) and at 48 h, but not 24 h, post-transfection in the independent 'Hek293FA' cell line with reduced A-type lamins (Takeshi Shimi, Northwestern University, Chicago, IL, personal communication). The percentage of SCC-positive cells was reduced significantly (,3-4 fold; Fig. 5B ) by any deletion that weakened (DL, DR, DAR) or disrupted (DA) Flag-emerin localization at the nuclear envelope (discussed below). DM localized at the nuclear envelope (statistically insignificant ER localization; Fig. 5D ,E) and retained some penetrance for the SCC phenotype (,34% of cells were SCC positive; twofold reduction; Fig. 5B ; P,0.05). The mechanisms and timing (e.g. interphase versus postmitotic nuclear assembly) of emerin-overexpression-induced chromatin 'condensation' will be characterized in future work.
Region A was essential for Flag-emerin steady-state localization: at 24 h post transfection, the vast majority of DA was absent from the nuclear envelope and ER (Fig. 5D,E) , having formed perinuclear aggregates in 97% of cells ( Fig. 5F ; P,0.0005), consistent with the fivefold increase in intermolecular association in vivo (Fig. 4H) . We conclude that residues 168-186 are essential to inhibit or control emerin intermolecular association in vivo.
The LEM domain was required for efficient emerin retention at the nuclear envelope: Flag-emerin-DL showed significant ER localization in 98% of expressing cells ( Fig. 5E ; P,0.003). This result, and the inefficient nuclear envelope retention of native emerin in BAF-deficient Nestor-Guillermo progeria patient cells (Puente et al., 2011) , support a BAF-dependent mechanism for emerin retention at the nuclear envelope, but do not rule out additional role(s) for the LEM domain.
Positive element R was important for Flag-emerin localization at the nuclear envelope: at 24 h, DR and DAR were detectable at the nuclear envelope (Fig. 5A,D) but showed significantly higher ER localization (Fig. 5E ) and a tendency to aggregate (especially DAR; Fig. 5F ). DR and especially DAR were significantly less able to form patches and/or caps at the nuclear envelope (Fig. 5C ), consistent with their 'dilution' in the ER and reduced intermolecular association (Fig. 4H) . Interestingly, DAR was the only construct that localized substantially at or near the plasma membrane, as seen in 52% of Flag-DAR-positive cells (,25-fold increase over wild-type; Fig. 5G , P,0.005), including potential sites of cell-cell contact ( Fig. 5A ; lower plane of focus, supplementary material Fig. S2) . Thus, the positive and negative elements together -hence, properly controlled emerin intermolecular association -might contribute to emerin nuclear envelope localization by blocking an alternative trafficking fate(s). The juxta-plasma-membrane localization of DAR, in particular, under these highly overexpressed conditions, suggests that cells might target native emerin to new locations, including cardiomyocyte intercalated disks (Berk et al., 2013b; Cartegni et al., 1997; Wheeler et al., 2010) , by post-translationally inhibiting emerin-emerin association.
Emerin residues 170-220 are required to bind BAF in cells
Compared to Flag-tagged constructs, the GFP-tagged constructs expressed at lower levels, and GFP-DR and GFP-DAR were more enriched at the nuclear envelope; GFP-DR in particular also showed some ability to 'condense' chromatin (24 h; Fig. 6A ), suggesting this phenotype is influenced by different tags (GFP is 34 kDa; Flag, 2 kDa). To test association with native nuclear lamina partners, we expressed each GFP-emerin construct in HEK293T cells for 24 h and then isolated nuclear pellets, prepared sonicated (total) nuclear ('N T ') lysates and immunoprecipitated from equal protein concentrations using bead-conjugated llama anti-GFP antibodies, or beads alone as control. Immunoprecipitates (20%) and control input lysates (1%) were resolved by SDS-PAGE and probed with antibodies specific for emerin, A-or B-type lamins or BAF, then stripped and reprobed with anti-GFP antibodies (Fig. 6B) . Results were quantified as the partner-to-GFP ratio for each deletion, normalized to that of wild-type GFP-emerin. All six GFPemerin deletions specifically co-precipitated endogenous emerin, A-type lamins and B-type lamins at levels statistically indistinguishable from wild-type GFP-emerin; controls verified GFP alone or beads alone (in lysates containing wild-type GFPemerin) did not precipitate lamina proteins ( Fig. 6B ; quantified in supplementary material Fig. S4C-E) . There was one exception: nuclear DL co-precipitated 25% less endogenous emerin (supplementary material Fig. S4C ), suggesting the LEM-domain contributes to emerin-emerin association. Other potential changes might not have been detected, e.g. due to construct overexpression, or because emerin and lamins are relatively stable components of nuclear structure. Note that each construct still possessed at least one region sufficient to bind native emerin (e.g. through a different domain) and lamins (through emerin residues 1-132 or 159-220). The DL and DM controls behaved as expected: BAF association was eliminated by DL, and unaffected by DM (Fig. 6B ,C; n53; P,0.0002 for DL). This result for DM, which shortened emerin to the same extent as DAR, eliminated a strict 'molecular length' requirement for emerin to bind BAF in vivo. Nuclear BAF did not associate with DA ( Fig. 6C; n53 ; P,0.00005), as expected (Fig. 5) . Intriguingly, nuclear BAF association with nuclear GFP-emerin was reduced significantly by DR and DAR (by 93% and 87%, respectively; Fig. 6B ,C; n53; DR P,0.0004; DAR P,0.004). Why was this region critical for contact with BAF in cells?
Peptide array analysis
We next wanted to investigate why the AR region was crucial for emerin contact with BAF in cells. To specifically locate the regions contacted by AR (residues 170-220), we used recombinant GSTemerin-170-220 to probe arrayed 20-mer rat emerin peptides, spotted with three-residue offsets on cellulose membranes (Wanichawan et al., 2011) . This probe bound two singletons (the 'R-peptide' and the 'LEM-peptide') and four overlapping peptides (the 'SAYQ-region'; Fig. 7A; n52) . To evaluate potential conservation of these peptides, we manually aligned the sequences of human ('H') and rat ('R') emerin with two more-distant species: nine-banded armadillo ('A') and zebrafish ('Z'; Fig. 7B ).
The R-peptide and two SAYQ-region peptides showed the qualitatively strongest signals. Rat R-peptide IRPEKQAPTAALGQDRQVPL corresponded to human residues 206-225 in region R, plus most of a Val-Pro-aliphaticTrp ('VPaW') motif abutting the transmembrane domain (Fig. 7B) . We propose region R (potentially the R-peptide itself) mediates emerin homotypic association ('R-to-R' model; Fig. 8A ).
The 'SAYQ-region' peptides ( Fig. 7A ) identified a strong heterotypic partner for the AR probe, corresponding to human residues ,147-174 (Fig. 7B) . The two best signals (rat peptides RERPIYGRDSAYQSIAEYRP and PIYGRDSAYQSIAEYRPISN) shared the sequence PIYGRDSAYQSIAEYRP (Fig. 7A) . Cross-species comparison suggests this peptide has conserved features, underlined in human residues P 153 MYGRDSAYQS ITHYRP 169 (Fig. 7B ). This peptide might have multiple roles: it includes S 159 AYQSITHYRP 169 (important or essential to bind lamins; Fig. 3 ) and was 'clipped' (RP 169 removed) by DA. We conclude this SAYQ-region peptide ('S') is a strong binding partner for AR. Because R was essential for both modes of domain association in vivo (Fig. 4H) , we favor 'S-to-R' models of intermolecular binding (Fig. 8B ) but cannot rule out potential involvement of region A.
Rat LEM-peptide YEKKIFEYETQRRRLSPPSS identified a second binding partner for the 170-220 region, corresponding to human LEM-domain a-helical residues 34-47 (Cai et al., 2007) plus adjacent residues 48-53 (Fig. 7B) . This peptide identified the LEM-domain itself as a binding partner for residues 170-220 ('L-to-AR' models; Fig. 8 ).
DISCUSSION
This biochemical and cellular evidence fits models for emerin in which positive elements (region R) associate with each other (proposed 'R-to-R' backbone, Fig. 8A ) and with different domains [proposed 'R-to-SAYQ-region ('R-to-S') backbone, Fig. 8B ] giving rise to a strong potential to form emerin intermolecular networks. Emerin-emerin association in cells was supported by the time-dependent concentration of overexpressed emerin at discrete nuclear envelope regions, and GFP-emerin association with endogenous emerin. The emerin network hypothesis and underlying intrinsic disorder are new concepts in nuclear envelope organization and signaling. Direct LEM-peptide binding to AR, and cellular evidence that BAF association requires positive element R, suggest functional 'backbone' coupling to the LEM-domain. 'Backbones' might (Cartegni et al., 1997) .
include or exclude the LEM domain ('up' or 'down' models, respectively; Fig. 8 ) as mechanisms to regulate or respond to contact with BAF and chromatin. These models, and multipartite emerin-emerin association per se, predict emerin 'network' reorganization in response to mechanical force as the basis for mechano-transduction signaling relevant to Emery-Dreifuss muscular dystrophy (Guilluy et al., 2014; Ho et al., 2013; Holaska et al., 2004; Lammerding et al., 2005) .
We do not know which molecular framework(s) or LEMdomain conformation(s) actually bind BAF or chromatin (modeled 'down' for simplicity in Fig. 8 ). Major biophysical unknowns include the stoichiometry, orientation and affinities of emerin intermolecular association. However, intermolecular association is conserved in C. elegans emerin, which has a shorter nucleoplasmic domain (125 versus 228 residues) and selfassociates with an equilibrium affinity of 14 nM, comparable to its range of affinities for lamin (4-27 nM) and stronger than its affinity for BAF (57 nM) (Bar et al., 2014) . Future characterization of emerin intrinsic disorder is also warranted. This concept fits all current evidence for emerin, including its signaling roles, post-translational 'hotspots' (Berk et al., 2013b) and participation in diverse multi-protein complexes, some of which lack BAF or lamins Holaska and Wilson, 2007) . Our models satisfy this biological requirement for flexibility, with high predictive value.
Positive element and juxta-membrane elements
The positive element (residues 187-220) removed by DR has two parts. 'Left' residues 187-206 were Ser-rich with conservation in mammals (human residues S 199 WLxRRAI
206
) but not zebrafish (Fig. 7B) . By contrast residues 207-220 showed conservation in zebrafish (e.g. human R 207 PxxxA 212 ; Fig. 7B ) and corresponded to residues 2-14 of the R-peptide. Thus, the peptide array and in vivo DR results together implicate human residues 207-220, at least, as direct mediators of emerin-emerin association. The last four residues of the R-peptide, R 221 QVPL 225 , though nonessential for the association between the two 170-200 domains in vitro (Fig. 1D) , revealed a conserved juxta-membrane 'VPaW' motif with flanking Arg and Gly residues (Fig. 7B) . Pro ('kinks' peptide) and Gly (potential 'swivel') residue conservation suggests that they have roles in emerin conformation near the membrane. Conserved C-terminal residues A 248 EEGNPF 254 ( Fig. 7B) likely contact lumenal partners.
Three positive element mutations -m196 (S 196 S to AA), m207 (R 207 P to AA) and m214 (G 214 AGL to AAGA) -were previously tested for binding to eight or more partners. None affected BAF, lamin A or F-actin binding; however, all three reduced or eliminated binding to transcription-regulating partners including LMO7 (Berk et al., 2013b; Mull et al., 2014; Wozniak et al., 2013) . Whether such partners contact the positive element, or require a specific type of emerin 'backbone' are open questions.
Mechanisms and implications of the negative element
Residues 168-186 were non-essential for emerin-emerin association in vivo, and their absence (DA) increased emerinemerin association fivefold in vivo. Thus DA inactivated or removed an element required to control or limit emerin intermolecular association. This negative element might bind partner(s) that competitively inhibit intermolecular association, or structural partner(s) that mechanically counterbalance emerinemerin association. One candidate 'inhibitor', F-actin, is sensitive to negative element mutations m164 (I 164 THYRPV 170 to (Berk et al., 2013b) , and is also abundant in the cytoplasm. Other potential 'inhibitors' include cell adhesion and focal adhesion signaling partners; LMO7 (Mull et al., 2014; Wozniak et al., 2013 ) is sensitive to emerin mutations m175 and m179 (Holaska et al., 2006) and b-catenin is sensitive to DA (Markiewicz et al., 2006) . As 'counterbalancers' we suggest lamins, which might directly contact the negative element: emerin residues 159-178 were found to be sufficient to bind lamin tails in vitro, and this region was disrupted by DA. We also suggest counterbalancing by chromatin (through BAF), because emerin-emerin association in HEK293T cells increased twofold when the LEM domain was missing (DL). We speculate 'counterbalancing' might specifically involve silent chromatin, because mutations m179 (L 179 S to A 179 A) and P183H in the negative element disrupt binding to HDAC3 (Demmerle et al., 2012) .
The negative element is also likely crucial for posttranslational control of emerin-emerin association. This element and the adjacent SAYQ-region have nine known phosphorylation sites, with competing O-GlcNAc modifications at Ser171 and Ser173 Berk et al., 2013b) . These modifications might promote, block or bias conformational options, allowing signaling pathways to compete or engage in 'crosstalk' by direct manipulation of emerin-emerin association. We speculate inhibitory modifications might promote native emerin localization near the cell surface, as seen in cardiomyocyte intercalated disks (Berk et al., 2013b; Cartegni et al., 1997; Wheeler et al., 2010) .
Post-translational control and auto-inhibition of LEM-domain 'tethering'?
We unexpectedly discovered direct binding of the emerin 'backbone' (AR; residues 170-220) to the LEM-domain, specifically LEM-domain a-helical residues 34-47 plus residues L 48 SPPSS
53
. Three 'LEM-peptide' residues (Tyr34, Lys36, Lys37) are highly conserved and directly interface with BAF (Cai et al., 2007) , supporting the possibility that 'backboneassociated' LEM domains cannot contact BAF (Fig. 8 ). Our conclusion that distal regions of emerin influence the LEM domain is consistent with a previous study: Xenopus LAP2 isoforms with identical LEM domains but distinct C-terminal domains varied ninefold in their affinity for BAF (Shumaker et al., 2001) , through unknown mechanisms. For emerin, we predict LEM-domain association with the emerin 'backbone' is controlled by post-translational modifications of the LEMdomain and the neighboring residues L 48 SPPSS 53 (Fig. 7B ), which include major sites of mitotic phosphorylation (Ser49) and O-GlcNAc regulation (Ser53) .
The peptide arrays predict residues 170-220 (AR) should have bound any recombinant polypeptide in Fig. 2 that included the LEM-peptide (e.g. residues 1-84 through 1-118, and 1-160). Its failure to bind, suggested a potential recombinant protein artifact. However, another possibility is that, enabled by molecular flexibility, there is auto-inhibition of the LEM domain in cis: residues 48-118 might 'hide' the LEM peptide, with 'counterinhibition' by residues 119-132 in cis. Similarly, residues 1-160, containing the LEM peptide and half of region 'S', also failed to bind AR. These negative results might be biologically significant because this hypothetical auto-inhibition of the LEM-peptide in cis involves residues 48-118 and 133-160 -the same two regions implicated in contact with lamins (Fig. 3C) . Residues 133-160, which includes part of 'S', also contribute to the proposed S-to-R 'backbone'. These correlations suggest auto-inhibition in cis as a mechanism to coordinate emerin intermolecular association with nuclear lamina structure.
LEM-domain association with the emerin 'backbone' suggests other LEM-domain proteins might behave similarly, and provides a context to understand why mutations in the SAYQ peptide (Y161F) or negative element (S173D, S175A) interfere with LEM-domain binding to BAF in vivo Tifft et al., 2009) . Ser173 in particular is a 'battleground' for OGT (permissive) versus kinase (inhibitory) control of emerin-BAF association in cells . These models for emerin associations have broad implications for nuclear lamina structure, nuclear envelope signaling, chromatin organization and postmitotic nuclear assembly (Amendola and van Steensel, 2014; Demmerle et al., 2012) .
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell culture HEK293T cells (from Susan Michaelis, Johns Hopkins School of Medicine) and HeLa cells (American Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA) were cultured in complete medium (high glucose Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM) plus 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (FBS; Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY) with 1% (v/v) penicillin-streptomycin (Quality Biological, Gaithersburg, MD). For transfection, cells were plated at ,30-40% confluence, incubated for 24 h, then supplemented with 100 ml Optimem (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY), 2.5 ml Trans-IT LT1 (Mirus, Madison, WI) and 0.5 mg DNA/ml of complete medium. Cells were incubated for 5 or 24 h, then fixed or harvested.
Immunoprecipitation
Cell pellets were lysed with ice-cold lysis buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.4, 300 mM NaCl, 0.3% v/v Triton-X100, 50 mM GlcNAc, 1 mM DTT, 100 mM PMSF, 1 mg/ml Pepstatin A, 16 Roche Protease Cocktail Inhibitor, 16 Roche PhoStop Phosphatase Inhibitor), sonicated and processed as described previously ) to obtain 'total' whole-cell lysates. For Fig. 6 , fractionated (17,000 g) nuclear-enriched pellets were sonicated as described previously ) to obtain 'total' nuclear lysates. Protein concentrations (Quick Start Bradford Protein assay; Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) were adjusted to identical levels between replicates. To co-immunoprecipitate GFPemerin and Flag-emerin polypeptides, whole-cell lysate protein concentrations were adjusted to 1.5-2.0 mg/ml with lysis buffer. To co-immunoprecipitate endogenous partners with GFP-emerin, total nuclear lysate protein concentrations were adjusted to 0.75-1.0 mg/ml; for each reaction 1 ml lysate was incubated overnight (rotating, 4˚C) with 10 ml pre-washed GFP-specific agarose-conjugated llama antibodies, or agarose alone as control (gta-200 and bab-20, respectively; Chromotek, Martinsried, Germany). Agarose was washed three times (50 mM TrisHCl pH 7.4, 0.3 M NaCl, 0.3% v/v Triton X-100), and proteins were eluted in SDS sample buffer. For GFP-emerin and Flag-emerin coimmunoprecipitations, 2-2.5% of each eluate was resolved on NuPage Novex 4-12% Bis-Tris gradient gels in 16 NuPage MES SDS Running Buffer (Life Technologies) along with 1% input lysate from each reaction on the same or parallel gels. For GFP-emerin and endogenous partner coimmunoprecipitations, we resolved 20% of each eluate and 1% of input, transferred onto nitrocellulose (Bio-Rad) and immunoblotted as described below. flanked primers to amplify the DM and DR cDNAs from pEGFP-C1, then subcloning into pGEM-T Easy, excision and ligation into BamHI-andSalI-cut pCMV Tag2b. Both DA plasmids were constructed as described previously (Markiewicz et al., 2006) . The DAR deletions were made by site-directed mutagenesis. All plasmids were verified by DNA sequencing. PCR primer sequences are available upon request.
Peptide arrays
Rat emerin 20-mer peptides synthesized with three-residue offsets were spotted on cellulose membranes, incubated (18 h, 4˚C) with or without recombinant GST-emerin-170-220, washed and visualized using anti-GST-HRP and chemiluminescence as described previously (Wanichawan et al., 2011) .
Statistical analysis
Statistical significance was determined using a two-tailed Student's t-test.
